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ELECTEICAL ATTRACTIONS.                     [ART. 434
The first results have been proved in Art. 426 for the centre K and the two circles whose centres are at A and J?, and are therefore true for all the circles. The diagonals intersect on the polar lines of A and JB, and since the circles are orthogonal this is also the intersection of the radical axes.
Ex. 2.   Prove (1) that ^ + ^5-^-3-^1=0.   Prove (2) that, if particles
whose masses are proportional to l/^2, 1/E22, - l/JS'a2, - 1/E'22 are placed at the points FV FQ, GI, #2, the sum of their moments ahout every straight line is zero. Prove (3) that the centre of gravity of l/J^2 and 1/JE22 coincides with that of l/E^2 and 1/JE's2 and also with the orthocentre of ABK.
We notice that the centre of gravity of each of the doublets IjE-f, - 1/E^2 and 1/JS22, 1/-E'22 is at A, Art. 397. Thus the centre of gravity of all four particles is at A. Similarly it is at B and this is impossible unless the results (1) and (2) are true. To prove the third result we take moments about the diagonals of the quadrilateral F^F^.
432.    Ex.   A conductor is formed by the outer surfaces of two equal spheres, the angle between the radii at a point of intersection being 2?r/3.   Prove that the
capacity of the conductor is  ^ ..;   a, where a is the radius.         [Coll. Ex.  1899.]
^\/"
This result follows by inverting with regard to A the second figure of Art. 414. The inverse of the electrical point A contributes only the constant potential E/k to the inverse figure (Art. 180). Omitting this point, the inverse of the rest of the system is in equilibrium at potential — E/k. By Art. 170 the mass of any portion of either system is equal to k times the potential at A of the corresponding portion of the other system. In this way without drawing the inverse figure we find both the quantity of electricity on the spheres, and its potential. The ratio is the capacity required.
The capacity of the inverse system is therefore It-V/Q where Q is the quantity of electricity on the original system and V its potential at the centre of immersion. In our case the, point A in Art. 414 bisects the arc xz and k = a. Also Q = - E and F is twice the potential at A of 1? plus twice that of A' plus that of JJf.
433.    The boundary of a conductor is formed by the external boundary of three spheres which, have a common circular intersection, each sphere inakiny an. angle ?r/3 with the next in order.    To find the law of distribution on this conductor we invert the right-hand figure in Art. 414 just as we inverted the left-hand figure of that article when we required the distribution on two orthogonal spheres (Art. 420).
Let the plane of the paper contain the centre of inversion D and be perpendicular to the common intersection Oy of the three planes. These pianos invert into spheres whose centres Clt Cs, Cz lie on a straight line perpendicular to DO. Let the planes Ox, Oz which bound the conductor invert into the spheres whose centres are C1? <72> the third plane, which is entirely in the conductor, inverting into the sphere whose centre is 03. In the inverse figure therefore the centres of the outer spheres are CI9 Cz. Since these centres lie on the perpendiculars drawn from D to the planes, the angles C^DC^, C3DC2 are each ?r/8. These spheres have a common circle of intersection and D is any point on that circle.
434. If the position of the centre of inversion D is arbitrary the six electrical points in the figure invert into six F19 G1? P2, <32, FB, Gs which lie on the circle inverse to that containing A, JB, &o. and the general results are very similar to

